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Abstract
Background: We introduce a novel speech processing framework, the MIT
CBMM Open Voice Brain Model (OVBM), combining implementations of the 4
modules of intelligence: The brain OS chunks and overlaps audio samples and
transfers CNN features from the sensory stream and cognitive core creating a
multi-modal graph neural network of symbolic compositional models for the
target task.
Methods: Our approach consists of pre-training models to extract acoustic
features from selected biomarkers and then leverage transfer learning to combine
the biomarker feature extractors into a graph neural network to provide an
explainable diagnsotic for Alzheimer’s Dementia (AD) using speech recordings.
Results: We apply OVBM to the automated diagnostic of Alzheimer’s
Dementia patients, achieving above state-of-the-art accuracy of 93.8% using only
raw audio, while extracting a personalized subject saliency map to track relative
disease progression of 16 explainable biomarkers.
Conclusion: By using independent biomarker models, OVBM lets health
experts explore biomarker features and whether there are common biomarkers
features between AD and other diseases like COVID-19. We present a novel lungs
and respiratory tract biomarker created using 200.000+ cough samples to
pre-train a model discriminating English from Catalan coughs. Transfer Learning
is subsequently used to transfer features from this model with various other
biomarker OVBM models. This strategy yielded consistent improvements in AD
detection, no matter the combination used. This cough dataset sets a new
benchmark as largest audio health dataset with 30.000+ subjects participating in
April 2020, demonstrating for the first time cough cultural bias.
Keywords: multimodal deep learning; transfer learning; explainable speech
recognition; brain model; AI diagnostics

1 Introduction
We introduce a novel speech processing framework, the MIT CBMM Open Voice
Brain Model (OVBM), combining recent advances in our understanding of the four
modules of the human brain as researched at MIT’s Center for Brain Minds and
Machines (CBMM) [1]. Our multimodal framework combines elements of the four
CBMM modules of intelligence: the sensory stream and the cognitive core modules
are both based on biomarkers trained with specialized CNNs; the brain OS module
chunks and overlaps audio samples and transfers features from the sensory stream
and cognitive core modules to create a graph neural network for the target task;
the fourth module, symbolic compositional models, aggregates the multi-modal predictions from the brain OS input chunks and uses several mechanisms to establish
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Table 1 A review of other AD diagnostic algorithms on the same dataset from [10]. Our top
performing model only uses audios while Yancheva et al. used both audios and transcripts. Orimaye
et al. only used 35 patients hence risking high variance. Karlekar et al. only used transcripts.
Author
Yancheva et al [11]
Orimaye et al.[12]
Karlekar et al.[13]
Laguarta et al.

Date
2016
2016
2018
2020

Accuracy(%)
80.0
87.5
91.1
93.8

final predictions and explainable visualizations. Previous work, instead, has very
little inspiration on the different stages of human intelligence or focuses solely on
modelling a small part of the brain[2, 3].
The OVBM framework can be used for various tasks such as speech segmentation and transcription - in this paper we demonstrate it in the individualized and
explainable diagnostic of Alzheimer’s Dementia (AD) patients, where, as shown in
Table 1 we achieve above state-of-the-art accuracy of 93.8%[4] and using only raw
audio as input, while extracting, for each subject a saliency map with the relative disease progression of 16 biomarkers. Even with expensive CT scans, to date
experts can not create consistent biomarkers [5, 6, 7] even when including emotional biomarkers, unlike our approach which automatically develops them from
free speech. Experts point at this lack of biomarkers as the reason why no new drug
has been introduced in the last 16 years despite AD[8] being the sixth leading cause
of death in the United States [9], and one of the leading unavoidable causes for loss
of healthy life. Our emphasis on detecting relevant biomarkers corresponding to the
different stages of disease onset, led us to build ten sub-models using four datasets.
By using independent biomarkers, our framework lets us explore whether there
may be common biomarkers between AD and other diseases such as COVID-19. We
found that cough features, in particular, are very useful biomarker enablers as shown
in several experiments reported in this paper. To do so, over 200.000 cough samples
were used to pre-train a model discriminating English from Catalan coughs, and
then transfer learning was leveraged to transfer its features and integrate it into
OVBM brain model, always showing improvements in AD detection, no matter
what combination was used. This COVID-19 cough dataset we created approved by
MIT’s IRB 2004000133 sets a new benchmark as the largest audio health dataset,
with over 30.000 subjects participating in less than four weeks in April 2020.
In Section 2 we present the different components of the CBMM Open Voice Brain
Model AD detector, from Sections 3 to 6 we introduce the 16 biomarkers with results
and a novel personalized AD biomarker comparative saliency map. We conclude in
Section 7 with a brief summary and implications for future research.

2 Methods
2.1 Overview of the OVBM Framework
The OVBM in Figure 1 frames a four-module system to test biomarker combinations and provides an explainable diagnostic framework for a target task of AD
discrimination.
The Sensory Stream is responsible for pre-training models on large speech datasets
to extract features of individual physical biomarkers. The Brain OS splits audio
into overlapping chunks and leverages transfer learning strategies to fine-tune the
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biomarker models to the smaller target dataset. For longitudinal diagnosis, it includes a round-robin five stage graph neural network that marks salient events in
continuous speech. The Cognitive Core incorporates medical knowledge specific to
the target task to train cognitive biomarker feature extractors. The Symbolic Compositional Model combines fine-tuned biomarker models into a graph neural network
and its predictions on individual audio chunks are aggregated and fed into an aggregating engine to reach a final diagnostic plus a patient saliency map. To enable
doctors to gain insight into the specific condition of a given patient, one of the
novelties of our approach is that the outputs at each unique module are extracted
to create a visualization in the form of a health diagnostic saliency map showing
the impact of the selected biomarkers. This saliency map could be used as a form
to longitudinally track and visualize disease progression.
2.1.1 OVBM Applied to AD detection
Next, we review each of the four OVBM modules in the context of AD, introducing
16 biomarkers and gradually explaining the partial GNN architecture shown in Figure 1. To be able to compare models, our baselines and 8 of the biomarkers are based
on the ResNet50 CNN due to its state-of-the-art performance on medical speech
recognition tasks such as [14]. All audio samples are processed with the MFCC
package published by [15], and padded accordingly. We operate on Mel Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), instead of spectrograms[16] because of its resemblance to how the human cochlea captures sound[17]. All audio data uses the same
MFCC parameters (Window Length: 20ms, Window Step: 10ms, Cepstrum Dimension: 200, Number of Filters: 200, FFT Size: 2048, Sample rate: 16000). All datasets
follow a 70/30 train-test split and models are trained with an Adam optimizer[18].
The dataset from DementiaBank, ADrESS [19], is used for training the OVBM
framework and fine-tuning all biomarker models on AD detection. It consists of
subject recordings in full enhanced audio and short normalised sub-chunks, along
with the recording transcriptions and metadata from 78 AD and 78 non-ad patients.
For the approach of this study focusing purely on audio processing we only use the
full enhanced audio and patient metadata.

Figure 1 OVBM GNN Architecture at a given Brain OS time.

2.2 OVBM AD Sensory Stream Biomarkers
We have selected four biomarkers previously inspired by medical community choices
[20, 21, 22, 23, 24], as reviewed next:
2.2.1 Biomarker 1 (Muscular Degradation)
One of the main early-stage biomarkers is memory loss[24], which occurs both at a
conceptual level as well as at a muscular level[21]. We follow memory decay models
from [25, 26] to capture this muscular metric by degrading input signals for all
train and test sets with the Poisson mask in Equation 1, a commonly occurring
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distribution in nature[27]. We use as a Possion function a mask with input MFCC
image = Ix , output mask = M (IX ), λ = 1, and k = each value in Ix :
M (Ix ) = P r(λ)Ix

(1)

P r(X = k) = λk e−k k!

(2)

2.2.2 Biomarker 2 (Vocal cords)
Significant research in AD such as [20] has proven that the disease impacts motor
neurons. In other diseases, like Parkinson’s, where motor neurons are affected, vocal
cords have proven to be one of the first muscles affected [28]. Therefore, we test vocal
cords as a biomarker for this experiment. We train a Wake Word (WW) model to
learn vocal cord features on LibriSpeech - an audiobook dataset with ≈1,000 hours
of speech from [29] by creating a balanced sample set of 2 second audio chunks, half
containing the word ’Them’ and half without. A ResNet50[30] is trained for binary
classification of ’Them’ on 3s audio chunks(lr:0.001, val acc: 89%).
2.2.3 Biomarker 3 (Sentiment)
Clinical evidence supports the importance of sentiments in AD early-diagnosis [22,
31], and different clinical settings emphasize different sentiments, such as doubt[32]
or frustration[32]. We train a Sentiment Speech classifier model to learn intonation
features on the RAVDESS - an emotional speech dataset by [33] of actors speaking
in 8 different emotional states. A ResNet50[30] is trained on categorical classification
of 8 corresponding intonations such as calm, happy or disgust(lr: 0.0001, val acc on
8 classes: 71%).
2.2.4 Biomarker 4 (Lungs and Respiratory Tract)
The human cough is already used to diagnose several diseases using audio recognition [34, 35] as it provides information corresponding biomarkers in the lungs
and respiratory tract[36]. People with chronic lung disorders are more than twice
as likely to have AD[23], therefore we hypothesise features extracted from a cough
classifier could be valuable for AD diagnosis. We use the cough dataset collected
through MIT Open Voice for COVID-19 detection [37], strip all but the spoken language of the person coughing (English, Catalan), and split audios into 6s chunks.
A ResNet50[30] is trained on binary classification (Input: MFCC 6s Audio Chunks
(1 cough) - Output: English/Catalan, lr: 0.0001, val acc: 86%).
2.3 OVBM Brain OS Biomarkers
The Brain OS is responsible for transferring learned features from the individual
biomarker models in the Sensory Stream and Cognitive Core, integrating them into
the OVBM model, and training it for a target task, in this case AD detection.
To make the most out of the short patient recordings, we split each patient recording into overlapping audio chunks, allowing chunks to overlap into intervals (0s-4s,
2s-6s, 4s-8s). With all the pre-trained biomarker models in the sensory stream and
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cognitive modules, we select the best pre-trained biomarkers, concatenate them together and pass their outputs into a 1024 neuron deeply connected neural network
layer and ReLU activation. We also incorporate at this point metadata such as gender. We test three Brain OS transfer learning strategies: (1) CNNs are used as fixed
feature extractors without any fine-tuning (2) CNNs are fine-tuned by training all
layers (3) Only the final layers of the CNN are fine-tuned.
2.4 OVBM Cognitive Core Biomarkers
Neuropsychological tests are a common screening tool for AD[32]. These tests,
among others, evaluate a patient’s ability to remember uncommon words, contextualize, infer actions and detect saliency[32, 31]. In the case of this AD dataset, all
patients are asked to describe the Cookie Theft picture created by [38], where a set
of words such as ’kitchen’ (context), ’tipping’ (unique), ’jar’ (inferred) and ’overflow’ (salient), are used to capture four cognitive biomarkers. To keep the richness
of speech, we train four wake word models from LibriSpeech[29] with ResNet50s
following the same approach as Biomarker 2. The four chosen cognitive biomarkers
detect patients’ ability on: context, uniqueness, inference and saliency.
2.5 OVBM Symbolic Compositional Models Biomarkers
This module fine-tunes previous modules outputs into a graph neural network.
Predictions on individual audio chunks for one subject are aggregated and fed into
competing models to reach a final diagnostic. In the AD implementation, given we
had at most 39 overlapping chunks, three simple aggregation metrics are compared:
averaging, linear positive (more weight given to later chunks) and linear negative
(more weight given to earlier chunks).

3 Results
3.1 Sensory Stream
3.1.1 Biomarker 1 (Muscular Degradation)
As shown in Table 2, the Poisson biomarker brings a unique improvement to each
model except for Cough, consistent with both inherently capturing features that
contain muscular degradation.
Table 2 Impact of Poisson mask on AD performance. Baseline is a ResNet50 trained on the AD task
without transfer learning.
Model
Baseline
Cough
Intonation
Wake-Word ’Them’
Multi-Modal
Avg Improvement(%)

W/o Poisson(%)
65.6
75.0
68.8
75.0
90.6

With Poisson(%)
68.8
75.0
75.0
78.1
93.8
3.1

3.1.2 Biomarker 2 (Vocal cords)
Illustrated in Table 3 and Figure 3, this vocal cords model proves it’s contribution
of unique features, which without fine-tuning to the AD task performs as well as
the baseline ResNet50 fully trained on AD, and significantly beats it when fully
fine-tuned.
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3.1.3 Biomarker 3 (Sentiment)
As illustrated by Table 3 and Figure 2, this biomarker captures unique features for
AD detection, and when only fine-tuning its final five layers outperforms a fully
trained ResNet50 on AD detection.
3.1.4 Biomarker 4 (Lungs and Respiratory Tract)
Figure 3 and Table 3, justify the features extracted by this cough model as valuable
for the task of AD detection by capturing a unique set of samples and improving
performance. Further, Figure 2 validates it’s impact on the top performing multimodal, justifying the relevance of this novel biomarker.

Figure 2 Impact of sensory stream biomarkers on OVBM performance through leave-one-out
strategy - removing transferred knowledge one at a time. Top dotted sections of bars indicates
there is always performance gain from the cough biomarker. Baselines are the OVBM trained on
AD without any transfer learning. In the other bars, a biomarker model is removed and replaced
with an AD pre-trained ResNet50, hence removing the transferred feature knowledge but
conserving computational power. This proves the complementarity of the biomarker models since
all are needed for maximum results.

Figure 3 Sensory Stream Saliency Bar Chart: To illustrate the potential of our approach we show
the strength of the simplest transfer models we tried. The most surprising, perhaps, is that the
simple wakeword model to find the word ’Them’ is as powerful as the baseline. If we let the model
fine-tune the last few (0-5-10) layers then it goes well beyond it. Our novel Cough database,
inspired in the effect of AD in the respiratory tract also shows surprising results, even without any
adaptation at all. If we let fine-tuning of the whole model, it’s validation accuracy improves
≈ 10% with respect to the baseline. Baseline is the same OVBM architecture trained on AD
without any transfer learning of features.

Table 3 To illustrate the complementary nature of the biomarkers we show the unique AD patients
detected by the simplest transfer models we tried. Each transfer model detects unique patients
reinforcing the potential of combining biomarkers.
Biomarker
Respiratory Tract
Sentiment
Vocal cords
R. Tract & Sentiment
R. Tract & Vocal cords
Sentiment & Vocal cords
In All 3
In Neither of the 3

Model Name
Cough
Intonation
WW ’THEM’
Cough & Tone.
Cough & WW
Tone. & WW

Unique(%)
9.38
18.75
15.63
0
6.25
3.13
40.63
6.25

3.2 Brain OS
From Figure 4, it is evident AD detection improves as chunk length increases since
attention-marking has more per-chunk information to formulate a better AD story.
From this attention-marking index (quantity of information required in a chunk for
a confident diagnosis) we select chunk sizes 2s, 8s, 14s, and 20s, shown in Figure
6, as the Brain OS biomarkers, establishing individual AD progression. In terms of
transfer learning strategies, Figure 3 shows that fine-tuning all layers always leads
to top results, however for most models almost no fine-tuning is required to beat
the baseline.
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Figure 4 The two top lines illustrate the full OVBM performance, with it’s biomarker feature
models, as a function of chunk size. PT refers to individually fine-tuning each biomarker model for
AD before re-training the whole OVBM. The middle line shows the OVBM without the cognitive
core, illustrating how it boosts performance by about 10% at all time chunk sizes. Baseline PT is
the OVBM architecture with each ResNet50 inside individually trained on AD before retraining
them together in the OVBM architecture.

3.3 Cognitive Core
We could show the same saliency bar chart in Figure 3 and a uniqueness table such
as Table 3 to illustrate the impact of each cognitive biomarker, but due to sake of
repetition we opt not to. Instead in Figure 4 we show the impact of removing the
cognitive core on the top OVBM performance which drops ≈10%, validating the
relevance of the cognitive core biomarkers.

3.4 Symbolic Compositional Models
In Figure 5: averaging proves to be the most effective method for aggregating chunk
predictions. Positive linear outperforming the negative linear indicates the later audio chunks are more informative than the front ones. Figure 6 includes 4 biomarkers
derived from combining chunk predictions from biomarker models of the three other
modules. With more data and longitudinal recordings, the OVBM GNN may add
other biomarkers.
Figure 5 Relation between chunk size and AD discrimination error, showing increased importance
of the later chunks.

Figure 6 A: Saliency map to study the explainable AD evolution for all the patients in the study
based on the predictions of individual biomarker models. BrainOS (2,8,14,20) show the model
prediction at different chunk sizes. This map could be used to longitudinally monitor subjects
where a lower score on the biomarkers could indicate a more progressed AD subject. B: Saliency
map comparing AD+ subject S092 and AD- subject S019.

4 Conclusion
We conclude by providing a few insights further supporting our brain-inspired model
for audio health diagnostics as presented above. We have proven the success of the
OVBM framework, setting the new benchmark for state-of-the-art accuracy of AD
classification on the largest AD dataset available [19]d, despite only incorporating
audio signals - the first to do so using GNNs[39]. We have shown the additive nature
of biomarker feature exctractor models for the biomarkers chosen in this study,
where the OVBM sets a platform for AI speech diagnostic expects to hypothesize
and test relevant biomarkers for the audio diagnostic of a specific disease. Future
work may improve this benchmark by also incorporating into OVBM longitudinal
GNN’s natural language biomarkers using NLP classifiers or multi-modal graph
neural networks incorporating non-audio diagnostic tools[40].
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5 Discussion
One of the most surprising insights of all is the discovery of cough as a new biomarker
(Figure 2), one that improves any of the intermediate models tested. Further, our
leave-one-out approach to evaluate biomarker models validates the OVBM as a
framework on which medical experts can hypothesize and test out the impact of
existing and novel biomarkers for the diagnostic of AD using speech. We are the first
to report that cough biomarkers have information related to gender and culture, and
are also the first to demonstrate how they improve AD classification as illustrated
in the saliency charts (Figure 3).
A promising finding is the model’s explainability, introducing the biomarker AD
saliency map, offering a novel method to evaluate patients longitudinally on a set
of physical and neuropsychological biomarkers as shown on Fig. 6. In future research, longitudinal data may be collected to properly test the onset potential of
OVBM GNN discrimination in continuous speech. We hope this approach brings
the AI health diagnostic experts closer to the medical community and helps monitor patients as well as accelerate research for treatments by providing longitudinal
and explainable tracking metrics that can help succeed adaptive clinical trials of
urgently needed innovative interventions.
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